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ON THE EXPLICIT FORM OF THE DENSITY

OF BROWNIAN EXCURSION LOCAL TIME

G. HOOGHIEMSTRA

Abstract. Let W0+(I), 0 < t < 1, denote Brownian excursion and let /0+(t>), v > 0,

be its local time at level t>. Starting from a representation of the density of /0+(t>) as

a complex integral we derive an explicit form of this density, written as an infinite

series involving the n-fold convolution of known densities. Finally the result is used

as an alternative check of Knight's result on the same topic.

1. Introduction. In [2] and [4] an expression is given for the distribution of

Brownian excursion local time /0+(u), v > 0. In these papers this distribution is

represented as a complex integral and it is easily verified that this representation is

equivalent to the double Laplace transform given in Formula (3.17) of [3] (for this

verification see §2). Although both relations seem difficult to invert (cf. [3, final

part of §3]) we have succeeded in giving an explicit form for the density of /0+(ü),

v > 0, as an infinite series involving the n-fold convolution of known densities. In

the final part of this note it is shown that our result agrees with that of Knight (cf.

[5]).
To read this note no knowledge of complex integration other than the inversion

theorem for Laplace transforms is necessary.

2. The explicit form. Denote by S the path (straight line) from a — /oo to

a + i'oo, a > 0. Then according to [2, Formula (5.9)] or [4, Formula VI (3.36)] for

v > 0 and v > 0,

P{l_o+(v)<y}

«"> = 1 —J_ fVz-e^2^— expU    £lg    U
2iV2w Js sinh^Vz} [    2 sinh{t;Vz } J

where /0+(t>) is the local time at level v > 0 of Brownian excursion. To obtain the

equivalence of (2.1) with Formula (3.17) of [3], observe that if z_(-, t) is the local

time of the excursion straddling t, and l(t) its length, then

(2.2) z_(v, t) = (/(o)1/2/oX/(or,/2),

with l,f(v) and /(/) independent.

Since the distribution of /(/) is known (cf. [1, (4.4)]), it is easy to obtain Formula

(3.17) of [3] from Relation (2.1). W. Vervaat (private communication) has pointed
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out that the converse statement is also true, because it follows from Relation (2.2)

and Formula (3.17) of [3] that for p, p > 0,

- /   ^(l-^exp(-pV^/0+(x-'/2)))c/x = —J&
it Jo   x i V2Ü +

2pV2^ e'2V2~u

-2V2Ü'
p(\-e-™2«)

The latter relation uniquely determines Relation (2.1).

We shall derive an explicit expression for the density of /0+(u). Observe from

(2.1) that the density of /0+ at level v is given for y > 0 by

v    Vz evV~z1

■f:.2/2.(2.3)
4iV2w Js       sinh2{üVz }

Now use the fact that

Vz evV~*

exp
2 sinh{uVz }

dz.

= V~z +
Vz~e^

2 sinh{uVz } 2 sinh{uVz }

and the series expansion of exp(-) to obtain, for>>, t> > 0,

(2.4)

^P{lo+(v)<y)

= (4fo2V2i)-I| ÍAf^
«=o       "!       ■'s

t;2z

s       sinh^uVz }

vVze-^

sinh{vVz }

vVz dz.

We define x := y/v, X := v2z/ir2. From this substitution it follows that the r.h.s. of

(2.4) equals

(2.5)

(-x/2)" f  Aly/2<^   4tr2Xe-2^

4iv"V2'!T  n^o      n]      Js (\- e 2wV\ \2n
2ttVX e-2«^

-2wV\

wVKdX.

2-ttVX e^^

)

It is known from [1, p. 168] that

(2-6) Ce'* dFx(s) = á
•A) (1  _  e-2*Vx

e-* dF2(s) = ^™-,

(1 - e-2^)2

where F, and F2 are proper distribution functions (Fx(2s2), F2(2s2) is the distribu-

tion function of the maximum of Brownian meander, the maximum of Brownian

excursion, respectively) defined by

(2.8)

(2.9)

FM-=     2   {-\)"e-nh,   s>0,

F2(s) := 1 + 2 2 e~nh(\ - 2n2s),   s > 0.
n=l
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Note that if / is the density of F„ then f2 = fx2* (cf. [1] or [S\). Further it is well

known that for k > 0

(2.10) /"%-*•-— e-"2'4* ds = e-kV* .

J° 2\^t7

Hence, it follows from (2.4)-(2.10) and the Laplace inversion theorem that for

v, v > 0

(2.11) ^P{[o+(v) < y) = 2-VV/V fo^& *h * (ft ^'}n*(¿)>

where the densities f¡ and gx on (0, oo) are defined by

f(u) = F,'(u),    i =1,2,       gx(M)=^e-v/4«;   x>0.

Recently F. B. Knight obtained in an entirely different way an explicit form for

the density of /0+(u). Knight's result (cf. [5]) states that, for v, v > 0,

(2.12) ^/»{&-(») <>-} = 2"1/V/2ü"3/0^(¿(1 " °)/(í'>;) *»'

where the density f2 is defined above and

(2,3) *,,,). J^f^U£,-W*

A direct verification (without Laplace transforms) of the equivalence of (2.11) and

(2.12) seems too difficult. For this reason we follow the final remark of Knight in

[5], which states that the r.h.s. of (2.12) is a convolution and that passing to Laplace

transforms might give a simplification of (2.12). Knight states that the Laplace

transform then obtained seems too difficult for inversion but in fact it turns out

that this Laplace transform is equivalent with (2.3); consequently (2.11) and (2.12)

give the same expression and the desired simplification of (2.12) is relation (2.11).

We shall prove this in the following.

Observe that the r.h.s. of (2.12) can be written as

cm, ^v/v'/;^-^,,).,

The integral is a convolution integral. The joint Laplace transform of fit, y) in the

variables X and ß is given by (cf. [5, Lemma 2.2]),

1   _  --2oV2X

(2v)-x-.
V2X +0(1 - e-2vV*)

'As remarked by the author himself, the density in Theorem 2.3 of [5] is a factor four too large due to

an oversight in Theorem 1.1 of [5] (cf. [6]).
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The Laplace transform in ß is a simple Laplace transform of the negative

exponential distribution, hence

/•» Í    v   V2X evVz*    1
(2.15) /   e-»f(t,y) dt = (2v)~x exp   -\        ,' •

■'o                                            [   2 sinh{t;V2X} J

The relations (2.7) and (2.15) imply that

(2.16) f2(t) = (2m)-1 f e»--^—- dX,
Js     sinh2{>VX }

(2.17) fit,y) = (2ttíYx    e*(2v)-x exp  -I   V" e dX.
Js [   2 sinh{t3V2\ } J

It follows from (2.14)-(2.17) and the substitution z = tt2X/v2 that the density given

by Knight's formula is equal to

(2.18) (4iV2^)-1 f e*/2--- expf-^    ^ ^    ) dz.
Js       sinh2{uVz} [    2sinh{uVz}j

Indeed the latter expression is equal to the one in Formula (2.3).

Remark. Integration of (2.3) over y from 0 to oo leads to

(2.19) (iV^r1 fe*/2^^- dz.
JS J   _ e~2vVz

This expression has to be equal to 1 — F2(2v2), since the density of the local time

has an atom of magnitude F2(2v2) at 0 (F2(2u2) is the probability that the

maximum of Brownian excursion is smaller than t>). Indeed this equality is easily

verified by expanding the numerator of the integrand in (2.19) in powers of

exp{-2t>Vz } and by using Relation (2.10).

Because it is also readily verified from (2.6) and (2.10) that Expression (2.19)

equals (7t2V2t7 /2v3)(fx * gx)(-n2/2v2), we have as by-product the relation

(2.20) (/, * *,)(£) = -TT^O - F2(2»2)).
\ 2t/ /      tt2\2tt

Relation (2.20) can be used to give an alternative form of (2.11).
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